TECHNIX model RC100 Cutting Machine

110v60c 1phase
Standard 4" Heptagonal blade
(Optional 4" Circular blade)

Cuts up to 1" thick

also available:
model RC200
220v50/60c 1phase

Most parts Interchangeable with KM model RS100

Blades for RC100:
#RCS-135 Hep(7-sides)
#RCS-135R (Round)

Blades for YJ50:
YJ50-W9(6-sides)

MODEL YJ50 CLOTH CUTTING MACHINE

Convenient Hand-Held Cutting Machine
110V 60 WATT HEAVY DUTY MOTOR
Standard 2" Hex Blade

Replacement Blades for #ST800 Tools

#C280 2-Blades per pack (price of one)

Replacement Blades for #ST810 Tools

#C450 1-Blade per pack

Needle Point Pattern Tracer

* Fine Short Points
* Durable Plastic Handle

Plain Pattern Tracer

* Comfort Wood Handle

#NPT10

KAI WHEEL CUTTER (Small 28mm / 1-1/16" blade) ambidextrous

#ST800 Small blade makes intricate and sharp turns
Cuts one layer at a time

KAI WHEEL CUTTER (Large 45mm / 1-3/4" Blade) ambidextrous

#ST810 Great for Quilting and upholstery
Cuts one layer at a time

HANDY AWL (WOOD HANDLE)

#HA3 * 3.5" overall Length
* Sharp, Extra Hard Point

HANDY AWL (Plastic Handle)

#HA3P * 3.5" overall Length
* Sharp, Extra Hard Point

RING KNIFE CUTTER

#RC2 Adjustable Fit on Finger
Cut string, yarn, etc.

CUTTING MACHINE BLADES

STRAIGHT KNIVES

for Eastman for Maimin
for Astar for Wolf
for Gury for Simplex

ROUND BLADES

for Eastman for Maimin for Gury
for Wolf for Hoog
for Kam for Slitters

SKIN COTHER

#ST800

HSS, Wave, PTFE, Spec
for Eastman for Maimin for Gury
for Wolf for Simplex
for Kam for Slitters

HSS, Wave, PTFE, Spec
for Eastman for Maimin for Gury
for Wolf for Simplex
for Kam for Slitters

SHARPENING BANDS for All Machines

for EASTMAN for MAIMIN for WOLF for GURY for KM

BEST QUALITY-U.S.A.

Diamond Needle Corp.

60 Commerce Road
Carlstad, NJ 07072

Tel: 201.507.1771 Fax: 201.507.1715

800.221.5818 800.833.3363

E-Mail: info@diamondneedle.com